In the symmetric case the lender and borrower has same information about buyer. While in the asymmetric case whether the buyer default is the private information of borrower. The theoretical framework we constructed in this study has focused on lending strategy of lender to the case when the buyer of borrower may default in the circumstance of supply chain. The information asymmetry is considered this framework and hence incentive compatibility constraint of borrower is necessary for lender to ensure desired effort made by borrower. We define the incentive compatibility constraint, which is technically the fundamental of our model in two case. The static comparison and numerical analysis of the model illustrate that the loan interest in symmetric case is significantly lower than it in asymmetric case. Default risk of buyer increases the cost of borrower compared to the case when buyer pays for sure and massive trade credit associated with higher loan interest. However the impact on loan amount of credit risk and default risk is more complex. It turns out that information asymmetry can be seen as a moderating factor in the impact on loan amount of default risk and credit risk.
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